
PART 0: Squimbop Comes

Professor Squimbop sets out in ANGEL HOUSE to force this year’s
town into being.

By the time he reaches the middle of the Inland Sea, the Totally 
Other Place has vanished behind him and this year’s assignment 
has begun. Now, his point of departure exists only in memory, as the 
source of the Lectures that will drip into him as soon as he arrives. 
Until then, he slumbers dreamlessly, staring up at the ceiling without 
seeing it.

Occasionally he climbs upstairs to the Captain’s Chamber 
and steers the ark with the giant Wooden Wheel, but not often. The 
course is mostly straight; any fear of arriving at the wrong destination 
is mostly hypothetical.

There is nothing more in ANGEL HOUSE than the luggage of 
a traveler heading for a town he plans to spend a year in. This is as 
long as Squimbop spends anywhere, and as long as any town exists 
for. A whole history in that much time, the pasts of all the people there 
struggling to cohere, and then he’s gone, and so are they.

The towns are all the same to him, though by the middle 
of each year he falls deep into wherever he is. His memory of all 
previous towns diminishes, refreshed only at the end, as he embarks 
back across the Inland Sea, beneath which every town that has ever 
existed, submerged, turns slowly to sand.

The people that populate these towns are not created from 
nothing, nor are they hatched from eggs like flies. They are, rather, 
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dredged from the depths, recombined, stuffed with the memories of 
previous people, as if the Inland Sea were nothing but a pit in which 
the remnants of every person that ever existed were melted down and 
stewed together and ladled into the heads of everyone new, as soon as 
they are called upon to exist.

Needless to say, they turn out strange. Stranger and stranger, 
Squimbop is finding, as his decades of doing this stretch into centuries, 
with no promise of ending nor of revealing their ultimate purpose. He 
serves the Totally Other Place and that is all. Anything more is not for 
him to wonder. Though he does wonder.

Coming to rest at last, the town solid around him, he drops 
the ANGEL HOUSE anchor through the surrounding mud, in what is 
fast becoming a Meadow. It sinks all the way down to the soft, semi-
aqueous layer deep underground in which the collective memories of 
these people flow together into a Pornography, to which their hastily-
assembled minds, ill-equipped to bear the strain of living, will soon 
yearn to regress.

Here, the anchor finds purchase, forming a seal against the 
Inland Sea’s incursion, where it will remain until he pulls it up at the end 
of the year, inviting the floodwaters to come.

The ark has landed, he thinks, catching his breath. 

Like so, ANGEL HOUSE came to rest in the Meadow with the Mountain 
behind it and Squimbop in the Master Bedroom.

Queasy from the landing and the sucking sound of the Inland 
Sea receding to reveal dry land, he walked to the bathroom, squeezed 
his bowels but found nothing ready to move, so he sat on the toilet in the 
dim purple glow, panting like he’d run all the way here.

An hour later, near dawn, he found himself standing before the 
bay window in the living room, looking at the sunrise over the Meadow, 
and, because the terrain was flat, the sprawl of the town beyond. 
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Looming in its center stood a Tower splintering at the top into a 
skyline, with giant slabs of cement hanging out on every side, almost 
overshadowing the town below. An elevated city that appeared as tall as 
any of the town’s streets were long.

A ruin.
He sank to his knees, daunted by the sight of it.
The Tower exuded a nativeness that the structures in these 

towns were not supposed to; it seemed organic, not created by the 
Totally Other Place, though he knew it only seemed this way. He knew 
his mind was incapable of seeing a world, or any object, as real outside 
of the Totally Other Place’s will. Still, there were moments, in some of 
the towns he’d passed through, when he felt that some things, even 
some people, must be more than figments.

He couldn’t shake it: the Tower, as it appeared now, seemed 
too primal to have been conjured by his arrival. Maybe, he found himself 
thinking, I have it wrong… maybe all of this predates me and I’m nothing 
but a lone figure lost within it.

A man in exile.
His tether to the Totally Other Place already felt slack.
Maybe this is the only town there’s ever been, and everything 

else, the Inland Sea, the Totally Other Place… nothing but memories 
of dreams built up over a lifetime of living here, yearning to break free 
while fearing that possibility in equal measure.

No. He knew what was true, he knew what his purpose was, 
but still, he had his doubts, and his doubts about his doubts, and… 

He shuddered and pulled himself back from the brink, closing 
his eyes to block the Tower out.

What would he tell the children when they’d taken their places 
on the ground in the School on Monday morning and the heavy 
Chamber door had swung shut, sealing them in, and they all looked up 
at him, in his suit and tie, cheeks and chin angry with aftershave? The 
smoldering of the everlasting pyre of the damned? The genesis and 
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training of wild beasts, slavering to suck the spirit of youth out through 
one’s intestines? The overture to the universal holy covenant of… the 
swearing and breaking of oaths and rending of sinew and gristle into the 
shells of giants thirty stories tall, with teeth made of… piles of gagged 
mouths weighted down with rocks or chips of boulders, stretching up to 
the…

No. He caught his breath. He would begin, as he always began, 
with the Inland Sea. The distant lights along the edges of his course, 
dim and scattered and filtering into his Death-dream, where he liked to 
imagine they were distant shores but knew they were distant stars and 
planets at the very nearest… the blue-green of sunrise and sunset, the 
blue-black in between.

This was the only inroad, the only reliable way to begin to tell 
the children what they needed to know, what he had been summoned 
here to say: your town exists inside a reality whose full breadth you will 
never perceive.

Everything you thought was everything is nothing compared 
to the Inland Sea, which will swallow you all without its level rising, and 
cast me back out across its endless calm surface to do it all again.

I am all that will survive.
He looked back at the Tower, picturing it sinking under the 

waves, down and down until only its massive, manifold roof remained 
visible, and then even that would sink under, turning back to the sand 
it was made from. His doubts subsided. Just the jitters of arrival, he 
thought. Everything is as it should be.

This town is nothing and I am its God.

Both exhausted and relieved, Squimbop was now ready to eat.
The ANGEL HOUSE basement was full of ground beef, which 

he tended to gnaw frozen. There was enough for a year, assuming he 
ate some meals in the town and supplemented it with tallow from the 
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children once they were clustered on the ceiling.
Sometimes during winter in the towns, when school was out 

and he didn’t need to shower in order to prepare the next day’s Lecture, 
he’d lie with a chunk of this beef in the bath and let it thaw around him, 
rubbing its blood along his chest and inner thighs to redden himself 
before sucking it down, slightly greyed if the water was hot enough. But 
for now, he’d simply lean over the open freezer and sup from his hands 
until his nerves were steady and he could think of what to do next.

After swallowing six handfuls of beef in the basement, where the freezers 
were floating in seawater that’d seeped in and would never seep out, 
Squimbop decided to go for a walk. Though he usually slept, showered, 
and shaved before exploring a new town and setting his cameras up, 
right now he was too agitated to stay indoors.

So he pulled on his red leather boots, took up his briefcase, and 
set out for his first walk through this town, legs rubbery after so long at 
sea.

He cut a straight path across the Meadow, past a cluster of wet-
looking wooden buildings, their workmanship crude and moldering, and 
proceeded along the dusty, two-lane road that ran toward the Tower. 
Looking up this road into the shimmering heat, he could see the canal 
it would become when he pulled up the ANGEL HOUSE anchor and 
sailed back across the Inland Sea at the end of the year, leaving only 
water behind. He kicked up dust and watched it diffuse through the 
seawater that lingered in the air, wondering if the End he could foresee 
in some sense existed already.

Time-as-space, an old thought that leads nowhere except to 
more speculation, he thought, as he stopped under a telephone pole 
and opened his briefcase. Reaching inside, he fished out the first of five 
cameras. Warming it in his palm, he felt it shudder as it came online. 
He exhaled, relieved. Each time he made the journey across the Inland 
Sea, he feared that something would happen to the cameras in transit. 
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